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Rap Monster - everythingoes (feat. NELL)

                            tom:
                Bb                 Bb   C
??? ???
Eb        Bb
??? ???
 Bb   C
??? ???
Eb         Bb
??? ???

  Bb
???
  C
???
  Eb
???
  Bb
???

 Bb
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
  C
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
Eb  F
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
  Bb
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

   Dm
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything everything everything goes)
 C
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything everything everything goes)
Eb F
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
 Bb
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

  Bb
???

 Bb           C
?? ?? ??? ???
  Eb    F    Bb
?? ?? ??? ??
 Bb          C
?? ?? ??? ???
   Eb  F     Bb

?? ?? ???? ?

 Bb              C
??? ?? ?? ? ???? ?
   Eb      F         Bb
? ? ?? ?? ??? ??? ???
 Bb               C
?? ? ?? ?? ??? ???? ??? ?
     Eb       F          Bb
???? ???? ?? ??? ?? ? ??

   Dm
Every day I pray (every day I pray)
    C
?? ? ? ?? ??? ? ? ??
    Eb            F
Every day I stay (every day I stay)
     Bb
??? ??? ???? ???

   Dm           C
????? ??? ??? ???
   Eb      F      Bb
? ???? ??? ?? ???
   Dm
??? ?? ? ??
        C
? ???? ??? ??
      Eb        F          Bb
?? ? ?? ?? ???? ???? I pray

 Bb
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
  C
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
  Eb  F
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
  Bb
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

  Bb
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
 C
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
 Eb  F
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
 Bb
???

(Everything, everything, everything goes)

(Everything, everything, everything goes)
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 Bb
???

  Bb  C
?? ? ?? ?
  Eb F  Bb
?? ? ???

Acordes


